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THE PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

HARLAN STONE

Since my announcement in March that Keith Schall is
stepping down as editor of Tell after the July issue, no
one among our nearly 500 members has stepped forward to
fill this vacancy. A timely transition between Keith and
the new editor is essential if the September issue is to
appear as scheduled in late August . Keith is prepared to
initiate the new editor in all procedures . Here is an in-
frequent opportunity for someone to take a leading role
in Swiss philately and to contribute significantly to
AHPS . If you can take up this most important post, please
write me, describing any previous experience and any pro-
posals for future issues.

The AHPS Northern New Jersey Chapter is reorganizing
around Frank J . Lawson III, who has volunteered to become
its new representative to APS . As APS Chapter No . 739,
this New Jersey group qualifies for several APS services,
including sales circuit books containing Swiss and Liech-
tenstein material . In the past, chapter members have also
conducted speaking programs and swap sessions, participa-
ted in the annual BEPEX exhibition, and held an annual
year-end dinner . If you want to participate in the chap-
ter's activities, write Jud Lawson at 35 Hudson Drive,
Newburgh, NY 12550.

Several of our officers are already planning to at-
tend the fourth national AHPS convention at CHICAGOPEX on
October 22-24 . In my case, I will be on hand all three
days to help lead our activities, meet fellow members,
and enjoy the occasion . Whether you are interested in ex-
hibiting your collection, visiting the dealers, or just
socializing with fellow enthusiasts of Switzerland,
please join us . Fill out the participation form from the
March issue and mail it to our convention chairman Felix
Ganz at P .O . Box A-3843, Chicago IL 60690.

With Treasurer Frank Young in receipt of virtually
all dues for 1982, AMPS has approximately 425 paid-up
members . Although we have had to drop some for non-pay-
ment of dues, this membership total includes about 65
newcomers, Frank reports . It is gratifying to see that
AHPS continues to attract collectors of Switzerland.

CONTINUED ON 106
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John Ballard, our Western Region director, plans to
coordinate AHPS participation in another special issue
of Linn's Stamp News devoted to Swiss philately late
this year . Watch Tell for details on how you can contri-
bute an article on a favorite topic . Support of this
project is important because Linn's has always been one
of our most important means of attracting new members.

It is not too early to hear from any AHPS members
who want to run for elected office later this year for
the two-year term of 1983-84, or to fill an appointed
position . The elected officers include president, vice
president, secretary, treasurer and director (Eastern,
Central and Western) . At least two of our appointed of-
ficers have informed me they intend to retire at the end
of this year, Jan Donker as awards chairman and Carl
Spitzer as slide programs chairman. If you are

interested in any of these elected or appointed positions,
please let me know so I can pass along your name to the
nominating committee I will name late this summer.
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BOOKMARKS

	

by Dale Eggen

A mail auction of philatelic literature was conducted by
Dr. Conrad Graham, 23 Rotherwick Road, London NW11 7DG.
The following is a listing of Swiss lots contained in that
sale with the prices realized . Dr. Graham hasbeen conducting
regular mail auctions of philatelic literature and this was
his eighth sale . This auction contained over 1000, lots.
His sales have regularly contained a number of Swiss items ..
The number of Swiss items in this sale was smaller than
usual. Lots 705 through 707 did not sell. Dr. Graham
states in his list of realizations for this sale that
"Any lot not given in this list was either unsold,withdrawn
or bids did . not reach reserve." This author feels it would
be worthwhile, for anyone with an interest in philatelic
literature, to contact Dr . Graham about future sales he
plans to hold . In the following list, all prices are in
British Pounds .
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HEY YOU GUYS and GALS!

	

Let's go all out this year for the

special SWISS edition of Linn's Stamp News!

Get busy RIGHT NOW and rap out a short article (or a longone!

on your favorite aspect of Swiss Stamp Collecting.

What's your bag - Postage Dues? Cantonais? Airmails? Cancellations?

Helvetias Up and Down (Standing & Sitting, that is)? Plate Flaws?

Pro Juvs? National Fetes? You name it and l want to hear about it.

So rap me out an article and let me have it RIGHT AWAY:

Our publication date is yet to be confirmed but your write-ups

are needed now:

Send you stuff to

	

John B . Ballard
Western Region Director

2054 East Rancho Drive

Phoenix, Arizona 85016

THANKS!!
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DATED MARKINGS, Circular forms, continued:

THE POSTAL MARKINGS OF

SWITZERLAND E. LIECHTENSTEIN

Part 88.

By Felix Ganz

POSTAL ADMINISTRATION POSTMARKS ; III
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Dear Members,
I want to thank Jerry Diamond for his aid in helping me get

started as Auction Manager.
This Auction will have fewer Lots than normal as I wanted to

get an Auction in the works before summer vacations interfere with
our collecting.

I am now starting to collect material for a fall Auction.
Please let me know what you wish to submit . We have a limit of 8
Lots per individual and according to Jerry it is the specialized
material that sells best.

Catalog values are from Zumstein unless otherwise noted . For
this Auction 1 Sfr = .50¢ U .S . The closing date for Auction #50
will be August 23, 1982 .
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The December TELL prompts me to offer a friendly critique, which I

admit, is only one man's o pinion. I should explain that I live in a

remote part of the U.S.A., philatelically speaking, and do not have

personal access to dealers or clubs . I have been a member of AHPS for

several years and have participated in its auctions.

TELL is obviously not intended for the beginner . In fact, it comes

close to eliminating even the advanced collector, focusing on the

specialist . Unless a collector is a specialist, he reads TELL and im-

mediately wonders, Is this for me?" Many advanced collectors undoubted-

ly continue membership because of their ties with Switzerland rather

than the utility value of TELL's contents, which normally are of a technic-

al nature . TELL does need this type of information, but it also needs

articles that are of more help to the average collector.

And a thought also for the advertisers who support TELL! Both the

dealers and the officers of AHPS seem to assume that everyone has access

to several different catalogs . I suspect that the average advanced col-

lector and most beginners use SCOTT only. I have used Zumstein and

also others, but find it too expensive as well as time consuming to use

the other catalogs along with SCOTT, especially for a collector who also

has interests in other collecting areas . I have on several occasions

hen discouraged from placing an order because I was unable to figure

the pricing sched ule or could not readily identify the item as to its

Scott No.

As to Felix Ganz, I have nothing but admiration for him . If anyone

deserves a life membership, it has to be he . But we need articles of

a less technical nature too . Perhaps our advertisers could help out more

in that respect .

HANS WETT ER
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Walter d'Aujourd'hui, SCHWEIZ : NEUKLASSIERUNG DER "STRU-
BEL-AUSGABEN", SITZENDE HELVETIA UNGEZÄHNT. 1854-1862.
(Switzerland : Re-Classification of the "Strubel" Issues,
Seated Helvetia, Imperforate, 1854- 1862 . Basel : Swiss
Philatelic Society, 1982. 64 pages . In German and French.
Price (postpaid, airmail) $12 . Order from : SPV Basel, POB
4139, CH-4002 Basel (Switzerland).

This neatly printed hard-cover book Was published on the oc-
casion of the centennial of the Basel section of the Swiss
Philatelic Association. It contains, in carefully repro-
duced colors, pictures of all the major Zumstein numbers
-- twice, as a matter of fact, so that one set (neatly
marked on the back of each stamp with "Faksimile") could
be cut up and used to fill an album page:

The author, a renowned philatelist and long-time
specialist in "Strubelis," first seriously questions current ca-
talogue listings and distinguishing marks or differentia-
tions . But feeling compassion for the mass of collectors
who, for decades, have trustingly followed existing guide-
lines for this issue, the eventual changes are not as rad-
ical as the title of the volume might indicate.

Yet this new contribution to collecting one of Switzer-
land's most passionately collected issues necessitates
rechecking, reorganization and perhaps remounting of many
a collection thought complete or correct until now.

The author, for example, completely disavows the existen-
ce of white silkthreads (they all resulted from careless
washing of the stamps in hot water or in chemically al-
tered water) since no paper with white silkthread was
ever furnished by either factory to either printers . He
also introduces, as the perhaps most reliable means of
classification of the different A to G types, the width
of the white margins between the stamps (eliminating in
most instances the frustrating measuring of paper thick-
ness and the guessing at color shades).

But the slender volume's greatest asset, at least to this
observer, consists in meticulously presenting all known
facts, postal edicts and well-founded comments relating
to the "Strubel" issue, in an easily followed, convincing
and instructive way, although someone totally unfamiliar
with both German and French may encounter difficulties.

If you collect "Strubel" stamps then acquire this book.
It is well worth its price and brightens any philatelic
library . -- The best and cheapest method of payment seems
to be cash, by unregistered airmail .

	

FG
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CANCEL THE MUSIC ? ? ?

by R . L . Rainey

Ask yourself a number of questions . "When was the last time we heard

a popular tune coming out of Switzerland to make the international hit

parade?" Or "Who is the most outstanding Swiss singer in opera?" Or "Do

we have a cassette by that famous symphony orchestra from Oberschnitzeldorf?"

There is a puzzling lack of news or publicity in the USA for events

like those suggested in the three questions . Otherwise, we know the Swiss

make tinkly music boxes, a few herdsmen still trundle out those long, long

alphorns to reverberate in the valleys, and girls with a nostalgic

temperament "klang" the strings of a hackbrett or a zither.

Our ignorance of Swiss musical activities--composition or performance--

might be corrected somewhat by checking the number of special postmarks used

to publicize festivals and contests each year . These postmarks are catalogued

up through 1974 in The Handbook of Machine Cancellations and lately in the

Schweizerischer Verein der Poststempelsammler monthly bulletin . The category

4 .4 .000 brackets these "flag" reminders of musical happenings.

Another place to look for music topicality is in the K-cancels, round hand-

pounded postmarks that first publicized Kurorte or spas . Lately, almost any

elevated hamlet or geographical wonder or V .I .P . birth/death locality is an

excuse for a K-cancel.

So along comes a town that maintains a troop of musicians mounted on

horseback . Now wouldn't it be great to have a valid postage stamp with a

music motif to put on your envelope when you get it cancelled in 6222 GUNZWIL?

But the Swiss seen to ignore, abhor, and skirt around the music idea as an

inspiration for stamp design.

Search your Helvetia catalog, even with a magnifying glass, and try to

spot references to music on Swiss stamps . Yes, there is the postman's horn

for signalling movements of the horse-drawn mail coaches (most pictorial on

291-293) . Now, what else? Alphorn on 322 . Posthorn again on 344, 358, 560.

A composer, Arthur Honegger, on 515 . A guitar as part of a still-life painting

on 566. Cowbells on 596 . Which one could you use currently and preferably

to collect a postmark? Now, into the semi-postals . The treble clef on

Pro Juventute 77 . In the Pro Pat's, Alphorn on 55 . National hymn on 66.

Period!
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If you just happen to subscribe to the New York Times, you saw in the

issue of May 2 a list of scheduled summer of 1982 musical performances.

Change the focus from being a postmark collector and you could have hopped on

the jet flight just in time! Lausanne--May 5 to July 4, Zurich--May 29 t o

July 4, Jazz in Montreux July 9 to 25, Menuhin in Gstaad August 3 to 31,

major orchestras from all over playing at Lucerne August 14 to Sept . 7, and

another super-classical bash at Montreux-Vevey on August 27 to October 3.

Better luck next year.

It has been suggested that a short slide program be developed showing quality
standards for "Strubel's" . If this is to be done someone knowledgable is needed
to put it together. Also slides showing exceptionally beautiful or unusual
material (such as a photo of a back with two threads, etc.) are needed . I will
then forward to an interested person the slides I have and a partial script.

Anyone interested in becoming slide program chairman, please contact me . I wist
_o step down this fall . We have three programs at the present and hopefully will
have one or two more later this year .
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The first of two circuit rounds for the first nail of the
1982 season is almost complete. Dales are somewhat down
from last year, reflecting the current economy .

For the most part, the system established three years ago
and modified for last year is working well . most circuits
are moving quickly once the USPS gets them to members.
Une circuit is lost (out of 21) and presumed stolen in
transit . the member involved told me that the postmaster
involved knows who the postman-thief is but is powerless
to do anything about it . It seems a postal inspector must
"catch him in the act ". Only a unionized bureaucracy
could spawn such an absurd situation.

Please forward circuits promptly, and send me the sales
reports, being sure to list which books your purchases
were made from.

One major problem continues to frustrate the prompt lo-
cating of potentially lost circuits . When a circuit is not
heard from, cards are sent to sender and the expected re-
cipient inquiring about date mailed and whether the pack-
age has been received. Sometimes phone calls are made on
larger circuits . In most cases, the circuit is located
and no further problems arise . However, the common thread
that weaves through the majority of the cases is that the
receiving member did not send the acknowledgement card.
I cannot overstress the importance of sending a card the
day you receive the circuit.

I am unaware that any other society circuit rules require
acknowledgement . I do know that they are a timely, effec-
tive, inexpensive, and almost effortless means of keeping
track of the circuits' whereabouts.

Help! Let me hear from all members who have any ideas on
the problem. any suggestions will be most appreciated . I
imagine the range is from : eliminate the requirement, to:
enclose the postcards with the circuit.

A first half interim report will be published in July.
Please continue to send booklets . We need new material,
especially the more unusual items (dues, soldier, hotel,
bureaus, Campione, Liechtenstein, etc .) . Sales books
are bank deposit box protected when not in circulation.

Also, to members who are not current circuit participants,
forms are available from me . Sign up for the second
half.
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about expertization by K . E . Auf der Maur, Bern

Answer to Michael Blume

Member Blume deserves a special thank you for reopening
this important aspect of serious collecting (TELL, vol.
VIII, No.4 : April 1982), and I am certain that many mem-
bers of our Society want as much information about this
problem as possible . Since I am familiar with both U .S.
marketing methods and philatelic customs and conditions
on my side of the "Atlantic River" the following remarks
might be of some help.

First off permit me to observe that the papers alluded to
as "certification" in Mr . Blume's article are not attest-
ations at all, but merely "condition statements" or even
collective condition statements:

Switzerland's philatelic expertization service issues;

is The Photo Attestation	 (PHOTOCERTIFICATE):
That paper states anything of importance concerning
the expertized piece and permits, at any time, incon-
testable identification of that item. The photograph
bears the overlaying signature (and/or stamp) of the
official expert and becomes an integral part of the
attestation.
Such a certificate, generally speaking, is issued on-
ly for philatelic properties with a market value of
$ 150 . or more, because of the cost involved . Stamps
themselves no longer receive an expert's marking.

2 : STATEMENT WITHOUT RESPONSIBILITY (formerly known as
"Befundsanzeige" or Statement of Condition):
Such a paper is usually prepared for less expensive
properties . It acts primarily as a neutral opinion
which frequently simply confirms the collector's own
opinion.
If certain recognition factors, such as a cancellation
date that matches the proper time of use, etc . assure
a stamp's genuineness or proper use, such a "

statement" will serve as a valuable aid in philatelic
transactions . Thanks to improved photocopying

processes some philatelic experts now furnish their sta-
tements without responsibility with such a reproduc-
tion, as a result increasing the paper's validity.

But even with the presence of a photo certificate or a
statement without responsibility a collector (or buyer)
must exercise some caution because no expertization paper
can mention any damage incurred after a piece has been
properly inspected . -- In addition an experienced
falsifier of philatelic properties of course has no problem in
producing a false expertization paper as well : But I must
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immediately add that such instances are extremely rare, and
in twenty-five years as a philatelist and dealer I have
never been directly involved with such an occasion.

Firms' markings or signatures on the back of stamps are
relics from an earlier er.iod in philately . In the past
they served as a means to prevent cwitching, for dealers
and collectors alike ; and expert marked stamps to show
the results of their inspection and certification . The
marking of ZUMSTEIN is affixed only to overprinted stamps,
and especially on inexpensive or medium value stamps it
provides a guideline which I approve of wholeheartedly
and thankfully . -- Again, however, it must be stressed
that signatures on stamps also are known in falsified form,
and more valuable items should be resubmitted to an expert.

The best protection against counterfeits and poor quality
stamps is to make your purchases at a reputable stamp
dealer. In case of doubt it is advisable to consult an of-
ficial expert.

And the "secret" of a good collector is to know how to
choose the supplier:

To take chances with questionable material should be left
to those who are totally "in the know," because altogether
too many so-called super-bargains turned out to be total
duds by the time they were subjected to close inspection:

In a future issue of this journal I shall discuss the
second question : What Swiss philatelic properties should
be expertized?"

	

(Translated by FG)

MARGINAL "HELVETICA" AND "LIECHTENSTEINIA ."
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